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NOTE: Access Code is NOT INCLUDED McGraw-HillÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Taxation is designed to provide a

unique, innovative, and engaging learning experience for students studying taxation. The breadth of

the topical coverage, the storyline approach to presenting the material, the emphasis on the tax and

nontax consequences of multiple parties involved in transactions, and the integration of financial

and tax accounting topics make this book ideal for the modern tax curriculum.
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Terrible. Difficult book to read with barely any examples on how to do problems. Most importantly it

dosent come with connect... Which has the answers to the answer problems. Complete rip off

The textbook is fine, but it looks like it no longer comes with a Connect subscription. Previous

versions of this textbook did include it, the professor tells me, and it was unclear from this page

whether or not the subscription was included. Changing what's included amounts to an

unadvertised $80+ increase in price and could influence a professor's choice of textbook and a

student's choice of what edition to buy or rent. I'm very disappointed with that change and the lack

of clarity on this product page.If the publisher (or ) either makes this product page clear about what's

included and what's not (and indicates if there is still a version that includes the Connect

subscription); or provides those who bought this edition with a Connect subscription, I will edit this

review to reflect. (LIkewise, if I get clarification and it turns out the professor was mistaken, I will

change my review. Though, in any case, it should be clarified whether or not the textbook includes a

Connect subscription. )The textbook itself is pretty good--reasonably well-written and appropriate for

the 21st century. My only complaints so far are around the lack of a Connect subscription and lack



of clarity around whether or not there is a version of this textbook that includes it.

Too expensive. Too many subjects and nor enough explanation on each

Apart for being horrendously expensive for a single textbook for a single term..... the book did not

even come with connect, which we are expected to spend nearly an extra $200 for separately? My

professor was under the impression that it did come with the connect code since previous versions

did, and linked this specific book to our class. I hope no other students made the same mistake I did

and waste $354 on it.

This book is poorly organized, difficult to read, and as another reviewer mentioned, contains factual

and grammatical errors. The writing is so terrible that several times I've wondered if I actually have a

brain injury that is causing me to read backwards. The writers seemed to make it a personal

challenge to present the material in the densest way possible.The Connect materials are almost as

bad. LearnSmart often does not ask questions that effectively review the most important material of

each chapter. The load times are ridiculously long. It's unusable on a tablet or mobile device. It is

one of the more annoying inventions of the modern era.This book should not be used by schools. It

shouldn't even be in print.

Recently bought the 2014 version of this book for $5. Pretty funny how much the newest book cost.

But thats just me complaining over textbook cost.The book itself is nothing special. I would expect a

book that cost $200-$300 to be well written. This book however is pretty bad. Has few examples

and when they have those examples they skip over steps without explaining how to do it or how

they got the answer. Thats the beauty of monopolies i suppose. These big textbook companies print

out donkey's butt because what will students do about it?

This textbook is garbage.1. There are so many factual and grammar errors across the textbook and

homework solutions.2. Most of the material is poorly defined.I hope professors discontinue the use

of this book.However, the online MH learnsmart is very well organized and useful. I enjoyed learning

through all of the additional tools and resources that MH has put together. The experience was very

helpful, but also very frustrating at the same time.

Garbage. Pure garbage.
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